Structure of the HLA-A*0204 antigen, found in South American Indians. Spatial clustering of HLA-A2 subtype polymorphism.
The primary structure of the HLA-A2 subtype A*0204 (isoelectric focusing variant A2.4) has been determined. cDNA encoding this subtype was amplified by the polymerase chain reaction. Four independent full-length cDNA clones encoding A*0204 were analyzed to obtain a consensus sequence for this subtype. A*0204 differs from A*0201 by a single nucleotide change of G to T through the coding regions, resulting in an Arg to Met change at position 97. This substitution accounts for the isoelectric focusing pattern of the subtype. The same change occurs in other HLA-A specificities in association with other changes in its vicinity. The absence of additional substitutions in A*0204 suggests that it could have arisen from A*0201 by point mutation, and that recurrent mutations may take place during HLA diversification. The spatial location of this change implies that A*0204 must be a functional variant. Comparison of its sequence with other HLA-A2 subtypes reveals that much of the HLA-A2 subtype polymorphism is generated by variations in four neighboring positions, including position 97, which are located in two adjacent beta-strands on the floor of the peptide binding site of the molecule.